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Summary

Preprint and “experimental” datasets help advance open science by providing rapid access to data—the process with clear communication of science quality.

Open Data is a Key Part of Open Science

Open science elements based on UNESCO presentation by Ana Persic (February 17, 2021).

What Are the Problems to Be Solved?

- As an Author of a manuscript being submitted for publication, I need to make my data available to reviewers.
- As an Open Science Researcher, I want to make some of my data available for community review and comment, even before it is ready for publication.
- As a Data Publisher supporting data producers, I need to make some datasets publicly available within days of receiving them, even though I have not had time to complete quality assurance and documentation.
- As a Data User, I need to clearly understand the quality of data I am considering, so that I can determine its fitness to my use.
- As a Workshop Organizer, I need to make data available to participants and want them to correctly cite the data (by DOI) in publications and other products resulting out of that workshop.
- As a Science Funder, I need to see data made available in data repositories as quickly as practical, with clear provenance and clear version history, and at the lowest practical cost.

Preprint Datasets

Preprint datasets are similar to journal article preprints

- Publicly available within days, with data as submitted
- Resolvable DOI, with versioning
- Not indexed for searching (Internet or Earthdata)
- Essential for manuscript review process
- Starting to be used even within project teams

Exploring “Experimental” Data

Assertion: Getting feedback and suggestions from diverse perspectives improves science.

- The SBG Space-based Imaging Spectroscopy and Thermal Pathfinder (SISTER) science team is creating and testing “SBG-like” workflows and experimental data products. How can we share these so that a broad community can provide feedback to the project team, while ensuring users understand this isn’t science-ready data?
- A university research team is creating a new, high-resolution Land Cover Classification. How can they easily share this large dataset to gain diverse feedback (including from under-resourced communities) while being very clear that this data is not ready for science or application use? How can/should they credit that feedback in the final data product?

Is “Experimental” different from existing Earthdata Data Maturity Levels?

If so, is there a better name than “Experimental”?
- Beta: Products intended to enable users to gain familiarity with the parameters and the data formats.
- Provisional: Product was defined to facilitate data exploration and process studies that do not require rigorous validation. These data are partially validated, and improvements are continuing; quality may not be optimal since validation and quality assurance are ongoing.

What Would You Call This Type of Data?

Proposed definition: Products are based on algorithms and processes which are in development. The data products are provisionally validated and resourced communities) while being very clear that this data is not ready for science or application use? How can/should they credit that feedback in the final data product?

Preprint Datasets

Preprint Datasets

A preprint dataset is one which is made available prior to the completion of the ORNL DAAC’s quality assurance and documentation work. This is most often done to support the peer review process for journal articles involving the data. As with a journal preprint, a preprint dataset indicates that the material was received from the data provider, is subject to review, and should be used as one would a journal preprint. Preprint datasets at the ORNL DAAC are not visible in NASA’s Earthdata Search, and the ORNL DAAC attempts to prevent them from showing up in internet search sites. Any differences in the final data relative to the data from the preprint version will be described in the final dataset documentation.

Preprint datasets are a new name (2021) for something the ORNL DAAC has been doing for several years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FY19</th>
<th>FY20</th>
<th>FY21</th>
<th>FY22</th>
<th>FY23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of preprint datasets/fiscal year published by the ORNL DAAC. Prior to 2021, these were called Manuscript Datasets.

Preprints and the 2022 Delta-X Science Workshop

Part of the larger preprint count in FY22 is the May 4-5, 2022 Delta-X Applications Workshop (Baton Rouge, LA and on-line).
- All data available through the ORNL DAAC (preprint or final)
- All preprints have since been finalized
- Workshop materials reference data by DOIs
- Links to newer versions on landing pages, where appropriate

Delta-X Workshop

Module 1: Above and Belowground

Delta-X: Aboveground Biomass and Necromass across Wetlands, MRD, Louisiana, 2021

Excerpt from a workshop tutorial pointing to a dataset that was released as a preprint in November 2021 and finalized just before the workshop. A newer version was released in 2023.